
Market Overview 

In the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2022, pockets of economic strength remained across the global economy. These include labour 
markets in the U.S., Canada, Euro Area, and U.S. consumer spending. Presently, the growth outlook appears gloomy, with an array of 
leading indicators drawn from various economic sectors and regions suggesting a continued slowdown to a rate below its long-
term trend. In terms of regional outlook, the U.S. and Canada are expected to experience at least a mild recession in the next year, 
with Europe likely headed for a deeper contraction in economic activity. Chinese economic growth is expected to remain relatively 
weak, albeit positive, with manufacturing and service sector survey indexes falling to multi-month lows in December. 

Investor sentiment has been buoyed by weaker-than-expected U.S. inflation prints and the prospect of Chinese economic 
reopening. In both cases, the market consensus remains overly optimistic. In the U.S., the Federal Reserve (Fed) is priced to begin 
easing its policy rate during the second half of 2023. We consider this unlikely. According to Fed Chairperson Powell, “despite 
some promising developments, we have a long way to go in restoring price stability.”1 Service sector and wage inflation remain 
worrisome, although the latest data shows some moderation in these measures. The shift to policy easing will likely only come 
when the Fed becomes more concerned about prospects for growth than inflation. In our minds, this remains a relatively distant 
prospect. 

In China, restrictive COVID policies have been an important driver of its domestic economic weakness for several quarters. 
Alongside clampdowns on the domestic technology, and real estate sectors, the depressed housing demand has caused further 
stress to cash-strapped real estate promoters leading to falling construction activity. Labour market conditions have also been 
difficult—in particular for youth and internal migrant workers—reinforcing pressure on housing demand. China’s COVID policy is 
now easing significantly as policymakers have offered liquidity support to property developers, equivalent to 4% of GDP. These 
initiatives will likely foster some recovery in growth during 2023. Nonetheless, COVID cases have risen sharply and will remain 
high in the next few months. With an ill-equipped healthcare system and a low immunity shield a substantive shift to economic 
reopening is not likely imminent. Alongside an expected weakening in foreign demand for exports, this suggests the outlook for 
Chinese growth will remain difficult for a while yet, market pricing does not appear consistent with this outlook. 

Quarter in Review

HARC was adversely impacted by a recovery in investor sentiment surrounding Fed policy and Chinese growth that encouraged a 
strengthening in Asian and European currencies during the quarter. HARC has short positions in several of these currencies. We do 
not think this sentiment improvement will persist and hence made no significant changes to portfolio positioning in Q4. 

HARC continued to encompass familiar themes. Active risk increased a little through the quarter but remained below the long-term 
target. It ended the year close to where it began. Two cross currents continue to inform this decision. On the one hand, the level of 
interest rate carried across our investment universe has continued to increase and is consistent with a relatively attractive expected 
return from this risk factor. Expected returns to Value have also improved. On the other hand, market uncertainty surrounding the 
outlook for the global economy remained high, sustaining the challenging investment environment in evidence for much of the 
calendar year. The net of these two cross-currents motivated a relatively cautious use of HARC’s active risk budget. 

The emphasis on long portfolio positioning remained focused on attractive currencies offering positive carry. Longs included the 
Mexican peso (MXN), Indian rupee (INR), Indonesian rupiah (IDR), Brazilian real (BRL), and Norwegian krone (NOK). Funding was 
sourced from a mix of pro-cycle and fundamentally unattractive currencies in Asia and Europe, as well as the Canadian dollar (CAD). 

1 Powell, J.H. (2022), Inflation and the Labour Market. Speech at the Hutchins Center on Fiscal and Monetary Policy, Brookings Institution, Washington, 
D.C. November. 
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INR appears relatively insulated from global recession risk, given the relative size and strength of the domestic Indian economy. The 
Reserve Bank of India has turned more hawkish and is likely to surprise market expectations with the extent of policy tightening 
it delivers. As a result, inflation should become a receding headwind, and INR nominal and real carry will remain attractive. The 
majority of our long INR position is expressed against the Taiwan dollar (TWD), with a supplementary position versus the Chinese 
Renminbi (CNH). Both these currencies provide exposure to the relatively weak outlook for Chinese growth we continue to expect 
in the coming months despite the recent increase in investor optimism related to shifts in Chinese COVID policy and support for 
real estate developers. We also have part of the INR position expressed versus the U.S. dollar (USD), reflecting a less attractive 
outlook for USD. 

Long-term Indonesian fundamentals, including interest rate carry, remain relatively attractive, and the central bank remains focused 
on a proactive anti-inflation stance. A global shortage of coal remains a key positive for the current account, especially in the 
context of a gradual economic reopening in China. A relatively sound fiscal outlook should also continue to help limit downside 
risks, and potentially pave the way for capital inflows to resume once we pass the peak in global monetary policy tightening. We 
remain long IDR versus CNH, TWD, and CAD. 

MXN was resilient in 2022, and was one of the few currencies—another was BRL—to outperform the U.S. dollar (USD). This 
resiliency reflected a strengthening in Mexican fundamentals, with an improved current account balance, increased fiscal discipline, 
and a lower reliance on portfolio inflows. MXN does screen as increasingly expensive within the currency universe and is being 
monitored. MXN is expected to hold up better in the face of economic recession than the currencies funding this long position; the 
U.K. pound (GBP) and TWD. 

BRL ranks favourably across the quantitative factor models, including Value and Carry. Domestic political risk is expected to remain 
relatively subdued, given the outcome of recent parliamentary and presidential elections. HARC’s long positions in BRL were 
expressed versus CAD and the Euro (EUR). 

NOK continues to rank relatively well on quantitative screens, including as a result of Norway’s strong Balance of Payments position.

On the short side of the portfolio, the outlook for EUR and GBP remains challenged by significant negative growth risk, driven by 
Ukraine-related energy supply concerns and, in the Euro Area, the likelihood of more policy tightening than previously expected. 
GBP also faces challenges from its twin fiscal and current account deficits, and the need to rebuild policy credibility in the wake of 
recent domestic political turbulence. Both currencies gained support in the fourth quarter of the year from the improvement in 
investor sentiment surrounding the Fed and Chinese growth. In our opinion, this sentiment improvement is not sustainable. The 
market is likely to return to a focus on the poor fundamental outlook of both currencies.

The other key funding currency is CAD. This is a pro-cycle currency that will likely continue to be challenged by slowing global 
growth. In addition, the Canadian housing market appears significantly overvalued and may limit the scope of Bank of Canada 
(BoC) tightening; in the statement that accompanied its December meeting, the BoC suggested that the announced 50 basis point 
(bps) policy rate increase could be the last tightening cycle, depending on the behaviour of inflation. Declining oil prices likely 
mean a peak is imminent in the trade balance, despite record output by domestic oil producers. 

The portfolio was broadly flat in USD during Q4, consistent with expectations for near-term USD consolidation. During the year as a 
whole, USD positioning oscillated between small longs and small shorts, depending on the state of market risk appetite and market 
pricing of the Fed versus policy expectations. 
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Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in the Horizons Absolute Return Global Currency ETF (“HARC” or the “ETF”) managed by Horizons ETFs 
Management (Canada) Inc. The ETF is not guaranteed, its value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The prospectus contains important detailed information about the 
ETF. Please read the relevant prospectus before investing.

HARC is an alternative mutual fund within the meaning of National Instrument 81-102 Investment Funds (“NI 81-102”), and is permitted to use strategies generally prohibited by conventional 
mutual funds, such as the ability to invest more than 10% of its net asset value in securities of a single issuer, the ability to borrow cash, to short sell beyond the limits prescribed for conventional 
mutual funds and to employ leverage of up to 300% of net asset value. These strategies will only be used in accordance with the investment objectives and strategies of HARC. 

Certain statements may constitute a forward-looking statement, including those identified by the expression “expect” and similar expressions (including grammatical variations thereof). The for-
ward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect the author’s current expectations regarding future results or events. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from current expectations. These and other factors should be considered carefully and readers should not place undue 
reliance on such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date hereof and the authors do not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that is 
contained herein, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by applicable law.

This communication is intended for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase exchange traded products (the “Horizons Exchange 
Traded Products”) managed by Horizons ETFs Management (Canada) Inc. and is not, and should not be construed as, investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, and should not be relied upon in 
that regard. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 
changes to their investment strategies. These investments may not be suitable to the circumstances of an investor.

All comments, opinions and views expressed are generally based on information available as of the date of publication and should not be considered as advice to purchase or to sell mentioned 
securities. Before making any investment decision, please consult your investment advisor or advisors. 
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Outlook and Positioning

As the Fed’s tightening cycle continues, the probability of a further generalized strengthening in the USD declines. At the same 
time, a continuation in the near term of recent USD weakness is not expected. Looking further ahead, USD remains one of the most 
expensive currencies in the investment universe, making it ultimately susceptible to a generalized correction lower, consistent 
with a reversion to long-term Fair Value. The catalyst for this trend weakening will be an eventual Fed policy pivot to easing, 
once inflation has demonstrated significant progress converging back towards the Fed’s target. Reflecting the continued highly 
uncertain market environment and pronounced global growth risks, HARC maintained some safe haven exposure, in the form of a 
long position in the Swiss franc (CHF) versus EUR. 

 


